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Abstract
This paper addresses two fundamental questions about the nature of formal features in phonology and
morphosyntax: what is their expressive power, and where do they come from? To answer these questions,
we begin with the most restrictive possible hypothesis (all features are privative, and are wholly dictated
by Universal Grammar, with no room for cross-linguistic variation), and examine the extent to which
empirical evidence from a variety of languages compels a retreat from this position. We argue that there
is little to be gained by positing a universal set of specific features, and propose instead that the crucial
contribution of UG is the language learner’s ability to construct features by identifying correlations be-
tween contrasts at different levels of linguistic structure. This view resonates with current research on
how the interaction between UG and external ‘third factors’ shapes the structure of language, while at
the same time harking back to the Saussurean notion that contrast is the central function of linguistic
representations.
1. Introduction
The use of formal features in generative grammar derives from the work of Trubetzkoy (1939) and others in
the Prague School.∗ In early generative phonology, Jakobson et al. ([1951] 1969) used distinctive features
as a cross-linguistically uniform way of identifying and representing minimal contrasts in sound systems.
For them, features encode polar oppositions, are relatively few in number, and can be universal, provided
that they are sufficiently abstract. This view of features was continued and expanded on in Halle’s (1959)
The Sound Pattern of Russian (SPR) and Chomsky and Halle’s (1968) The Sound Pattern of English (SPE).
SPR extended the role of features from a purely classificatory one by using them as the basis of a system
for formulating phonological rules; SPE added to the list of features and gave them articulatory rather than
acoustic names. In the SPR/SPE system, features are binary, and have intrinsic phonetic content. They
also form a universal and exhaustive mechanism for representing phonological contrasts; Halle (1959: 19)
posits that “differences between segments can be expressed only as differences in their feature composition
and that consequently segments (even in different languages) can differ from each other only in a restricted
number of ways.”
Although many changes to the SPE feature system have been proposed in the succeeding decades, it
remains highly influential, and some recent work, particularly in Optimality Theory, which has tended to
de-emphasize the importance of representations, has returned to essentially this view of features. One of
the primary departures from the SPE system has been the proposal that some or all features are monovalent
rather than binary.
While Halle (1959) takes the position that phonological features are universally binary, this is not the
only logical possibility. Monovalent features gained currency with the rise of autosegmental phonology:
as features came to be seen as entities in their own right, rather than merely as properties of segments, it
became natural to speak of contrasts between the presence and the absence of a feature, and autosegmental
spreading promised to reduce or eliminate the need for alpha notation (Goldsmith 1981; 1985). Some
theories of phonology, such as Element Theory (Ewen and van der Hulst 1985, Harris and Lindsey 1995,
Backley 2011) and the Parallel Structures Model (Morén 2003; 2006, Iosad 2012), adopt the strong view
that all features are privative; others (e.g., Goldsmith 1985, Sagey 1990, Clements and Hume 1995, Halle
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et al. 2000) employ a combination of privative and binary features, or make a distinction between privative
organizing nodes and binary terminal features.
Chomsky (1965) uses binary feature notation in the syntax, primarily to express the syntagmatic
restrictions of subcategorization and selection; only in the final chapter does he discuss paradigmatic fea-
tures such as gender, number, and case. In the spirit of Halle (1959) and Chomsky and Halle (1968), he
takes features to be binary, with the possibility of underspecification. Underspecified values are defined as
non-distinct from specified values, giving a limited degree of ternarity in the feature system.
More recently, building on prior work in phonology, privative features in dependency relations have
been used in morphosyntax as well, as in the work of Harley (1994), Harley and Ritter (2002a;b), Béjar
(2003; 2008), Cowper (2005), and McGinnis (2005; 2008), though Harbour (2013) argues for equipollent
features in morphosyntax.
There are thus several degrees of freedom in the construction of a theory of grammatical features,1
giving a relatively large range of possibilities. In what follows, we explore just how restrictive the theory
can be while still accounting for the range of linguistic data that features have been brought to bear on.
2. The retreat
It is useful to start from the most restrictive possible hypothesis, and then see to what extent this hypothesis
is contradicted by the data. At each step, when revising the hypothesis we will retreat only just enough to
permit an account of the data under consideration.
2.1. A starting point
In the case of features, the maximally restrictive hypothesis would be one that minimizes both their formal
expressive power and the potential for cross-linguistic variation. Since privative features, ceteris paribus,
have more limited expressive power than do binary features, we begin with them. We will call the maximally
restrictive position Hypothesis 1:
Hypothesis 1: There is a universal set of privative features, with consistent substantive content, all
of which are active in all languages.
If this hypothesis is correct, then there should be no cross-linguistic variation in grammatical features
or in their interpretation. All languages make the same distinctions, at all levels of the grammar, and mark
those distinctions in the same way. In the phonology, all languages should use the same phonological
features, and they should have cross-linguistically consistent phonetic implementation. In the syntax, all
languages should use the same formal features, and they should have cross-linguistically consistent semantic
import.
It is, of course, impossible in principle to demonstrate that a feature is wholly absent from a given
language, rather than present but grammatically inert. The word active is thus essential to the falsifiability
of the strong universalist claim in Hypothesis 1. We can say that a feature is active if the grammar crucially
refers to it in any way. In the case of potential morphosyntactic features, then, it is not enough to show that
the semantic content of a feature is present in the encyclopedic meaning of some lexical item; rather, to be
considered active it must be involved in inflectional paradigms, or trigger syntactic movement or agreement,
or play some other demonstrably formal role. On the phonological side, an active feature is one that spreads,
or blocks spreading, or is otherwise referred to by phonological rules or constraints, or even merely serves
to distinguish one phoneme from another. It is not sufficient for the phonetic substance of the feature to be
1Throughout, we use the term grammatical in its broad sense, to include all components of the grammar; i.e., at least phonology,
morphology, and syntax, as well as the phonology–phonetics interface and the syntax–semantics interface.
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present on some segments; to be deemed active, the feature must be phonologically consequential.
As expected, this hypothesis is demonstrably too strong, both for morphosyntactic features and for
phonological ones. In morphosyntactic number systems, for example, languages exhibit anywhere from no
grammatical number contrasts, as in Kawi (Becker and Oka 1974), to four or five grammatically distinct
numbers, as in Lihir (Corbett 2000). The Kawi pronoun paradigm, as shown in (1), distinguishes the person
of the referent and the degree of intimacy between the speaker and the hearer (‘close’ or ‘distant’), but does
not mark number at all:





Becker and Oka (1974: 232) note that Kawi also does not mark grammatical number on nouns, although
semantic plurality can be expressed through quantifiers and coordination. While the concept of multiplicity
is within the expressive power of the language, there is no evidence that categories such as singular or plural
are formally encoded in the grammar.
Old Church Slavonic, in contrast, has a robust three-way grammatical number contrast, as illustrated
in the inflectional paradigm in (2):
(2) Old Church Slavonic (South Slavic) neuter noun and adjective suffixes (Béjar and Hall 2000: 2)
SINGULAR PLURAL DUAL
NOM./ACC. -o -a -æ
GENITIVE -a -8 -u
LOCATIVE -æ -æx8 -u
DATIVE -u -om8 -oma
INSTRUMENTAL -em9 -1 -oma
In the OCS system, number is clearly grammatically active; it is obligatorily marked on nouns, pronouns,
and adjectives, and reflected in patterns of agreement and concord. Where Kawi offers no evidence of
number features at all, the grammar of OCS must be capable of formally representing the categories of
singular, dual, and plural. Other languages, such as Lihir (Oceanic; Corbett 2000: 25), include additional
number categories such as trial and paucal in their pronoun systems, but offer less conclusive evidence
for their grammatical encoding, as their involvement in agreement is less systematic (see Cable (2010)
for discussion). In any case, examples like OCS show that a language may make grammatically relevant
distinctions among up to at least three different number categories, and examples like Kawi show that a
language need not featurally encode number at all.
The notion that morphosyntactic features have universal substantive content is seriously challenged
by work on Infl by Ritter and Wiltschko (2009), who argue that the features of Infl can be temporal (as in
English), locational (as in Halkomelem), or personal (as in Blackfoot). In all three systems, the features
serve to anchor clauses deictically and play essentially the same role in the syntax, but each of the three
languages uses a different substantive dimension of deixis to ground the system.
In Halkomelem, as illustrated in (3), an auxiliary obligatorily identifies each clause as proximal or
distal, anchoring it to the deictic centre spatially, but not temporally:
















‘He is/was dancing (there).’
In Blackfoot, Ritter and Wiltschko (2009) argue, the anchoring is personal rather than spatial or temporal.
In support of the proposition that Blackfoot person prefixes on verbs represent Infl itself, and not merely
agreement, they note, citing Frantz (1971), that the prefixes nit- and kit- in sentences such as those in
(4) indicate only the presence of discourse participants in the event, and not their specific grammatical or
thematic roles. Thus the second-person kit- appears in (4b) and (4c) alike (in contrast with (4a), which has
no second-person argument at all); whether the addressee is the subject or the object is indicated by the
suffixes glossed as ‘direct’ (-a) or ‘inverse’ (-ok).















‘My daughter loves you.’
In the syntax of nominals, systems of determiners and classifiers differ significantly among languages, as
can be seen in various papers in Ghomeshi et al. (2009). Some languages have rich systems of classifiers,
while others do not. In some languages, demonstratives are part of a grammatical paradigm that also
includes determiners, and thus seem to spell out grammatical features, while in others, they function more
like modifiers and may bear no grammatically relevant features at all.
Morphosyntactic features in a single language can also change over time. As argued by Cowper
and Hall (2013), the feature Modality was absent from the English Infl system until about 1500, when
the syntactic properties of the class of modal verbs were established. Before the change, there were verbs
whose lexical semantics included root or epistemic modal meanings (much as do adjectives like possible or
nouns like obligation), but no obvious role for any featural morphosyntactic encoding of this property; after
the change, the modal verbs are distinguishable not only by their meanings, but also by their inflectional
properties and syntactic position.
Turning to phonological features, an obvious problem for Hypothesis 1 is the existence of both signed
and spoken languages, as noted by Mielke (2008: §1.5.1), among others. If features have consistent sub-
stantive content, then signed and spoken languages require very different phonological features (see, e.g.,
Sandler (1989) and Brentari (2011) for signed language feature geometries). Alternatively, if signed and
spoken languages make use of the same phonological features, then the content of those features must either
be able to differ significantly from language to language, or be so abstract as to make a claim of consistent
substantive content essentially meaningless. While there have been many productive efforts to unify the
abstract formal structures of signed and spoken phonology (see, e.g., Brentari (1998) on syllable structure
and sonority, or Morén (2003) on the geometric organization of place and manner features), it seems clear
that there are many substantive phonetic properties that are phonologically relevant in signed languages but
not in spoken ones, and vice versa. To take an example from Morén (2003), signed and spoken languages
may both have C-Place and V-Place organizing nodes, but only signed languages are likely to have PINKIE
as a dependent of those nodes, and only spoken ones are likely to use DORSAL. While manner features such
as OPEN or CLOSED can readily apply to either modality, features that identify articulators must differ.
It is not only different modalities that present problems for Hypothesis 1 at the phonological level.
Even within the same modality, phonemic inventories differ significantly from language to language. If all
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languages actively employ the same set of phonological features, then it is mysterious that the phonological
behaviour of segments seems to depend not solely on their phonetic properties, but also on what they
contrast with. (See Calabrese 1995, Dresher 2009, Hall 2007, Mackenzie 2009, Nevins 2010, among others,
for various recent treatments of the role of contrast in determining phonological feature specifications and
patterning.)
Consider for example the consonant inventory of Hawaiian, given in (5):





Assuming that /k/ is characterized as DORSAL in languages with robust classes of dorsal and coronal ob-
struents, Hypothesis 1 would dictate that Hawaiian /k/ also be specified as DORSAL. However, Hawaiian
/k/ patterns quite differently from /k/ in, say, English. Phonetically, it can be realized as [t]:
(6) Interchangeability of [t] and [k] in Hawaiian (Schütz 1995: 77–78)
a. [kanaka] ∼ [tanata] ‘people’
b. [ko] ∼ [to] ‘sugar cane’
c. [tabetee] ∼ [kabekee] ‘cabbage’
In borrowings from English and other languages, Hawaiian /k/ is substituted for all non-labial, non-glottal
obstruents, as in the examples in (7):
(7) Borrowings into Hawaiian from English (Herd 2005: 80)
a. /mekala/ < medal
b. /keaka/ < theatre
c. /kaakini/ < dozen
d. /kanuwika/ < sandwich
As Herd (2005) points out, the position of /k/ in the Hawaiian inventory is equivalent to that of /t/ in the
inventory of Tahitian, shown in (8).






And /t/ plays the same role in borrowings into Tahitian that /k/ plays in borrowings into Hawaiian:
(9) Borrowings into Tahitian from English (Herd 2005: 80)
a. /roti/ < rose
b. /tapati/ < sabbath
c. /tamanu/ < salmon
d. /tiunu/ < June
In characterizing the phonological systems of these two languages, there is nothing to be gained by adopting
a view of features that compels Hawaiian /k/ and Tahitian /t/ to be represented differently, and there is at
least arguably something to be lost. In the absence of a phonological contrast between coronal and dorsal
consonants, requiring the specification of the features CORONAL and DORSAL (or their equivalents) does
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nothing but obscure the fact that Tahitian /t/ and Hawaiian /k/ each serve as the sole obstruent member of a
natural class that might more perspicuously be identified as lingual consonants.
A similar problem is found with vowel inventories. For example, Standard Arabic distinguishes three
phonemic vowel qualities normally transcribed as /i a u/. Phonologically, there is a two-way height contrast
in this vowel system, which might be characterized as high /i u/ versus non-high /a/, or as low /a/ versus
non-low /i u/. Phonetically, these vowels exhibit considerable variation, as illustrated in Figure 1, and each
of the two height categories encroaches on phonetic space that would be identified as ‘mid’ in languages
that distinguish three heights. If we assume that there are universally specified privative features HIGH
and LOW, with cross-linguistically invariant phonetic substance, then we cannot say that Arabic /i/ and /u/
consistently meet the definition of HIGH, or that Arabic /a/ consistently meets the definition of LOW. As
far as the phonology and phonetics of Arabic are concerned, all that is relevant about the heights of these
vowels is that /i u/ are higher than /a/; attempting to impose on this system a set of features designed to


























































Figure 1: Variation in Standard Arabic vowels (Hall 2011b: 22; data from Abou Haidar 1994)
2.2. Retreat from universal activity
Since Hypothesis 1 is too strong, we must weaken it. While more than one of the claims of Hypothesis 1
has been challenged, we will begin by changing just one of them, namely the claim that all features are used
in all languages.
Hypothesis 2: There is a universal set of privative features, with consistent substantive content, of
which each language uses a subset.
This position is similar to the one taken by Chomsky (2000), though he does not, in that paper, address
the question of whether features are privative or binary. Under this view, languages can differ in how many
grammatical distinctions they make, and in which distinctions they choose. In Arabic, for example, there
will be a smaller number of features characterizing vowels than there are in Swedish. In English, there will
be fewer features characterizing number than than there are in Old Church Slavonic or Lihir. However,
crosslinguistic diversity is constrained by the claim that features have consistent substantive content. Thus,
if two languages use a given feature, that feature must have the same phonetic or semantic import. Since
features are privative, if languages make a given distinction, the same member of the opposition should be
marked in both languages.
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There is some evidence, both for morphosyntactic features and for phonological features, that Hy-
pothesis 2 is still too strong. Cowper (2005) and Kyriakaki (2006) have argued that in English and Greek,
events are marked relative to states. They thus propose that eventive clauses in those two languages are
characterized by the presence of a privative feature EVENT. However, Clarke (2013) has shown that in
Japanese, stative clauses must be treated as marked relative to eventive clauses, and proposes that they are
characterized by the privative feature STATE. In phonology, Casali (2003) has argued that in ATR harmony
systems, either advanced (ATR) or non-advanced (RTR, or, in Casali’s binary feature system, [−ATR])
may be the active feature. In Maasai, ATR is active, while in Komo, RTR is active, as illustrated in (10)
and (11).
In the Maasai system, an ATR vowel in a suffix such as /-ı́é/ triggers harmony, causing preceding
vowels to become ATR, as in (10a). The data in (10b) show that the harmony is based on ATR dominance,
rather than directionality: a root with an ATR vowel, such as /duN/ or /bol/, will cause both prefix and suffix
vowels to harmonize.
(10) Maasai (Eastern Nilotic): ATR dominant (Casali 2008: 514–515)
a. ATR suffix makes root (and prefix) vowels ATR
(i) [É-sÚj] ‘he will follow’
(ii) [e-suj-́ıé] ‘he will follow using it’
(iii) [É-bÉl] ‘he will break (it)’
(iv) [e-bel-́ıé] ‘he will break (it) using it’
b. ATR root makes suffix (and prefix) vowels ATR
(i) [E-sUj-Ú] ‘he will follow toward’
(ii) [E-bEl-Ú] ‘it will break off toward’
(iii) [e-duN-ú] ‘he will cut it toward’
(iv) [e-bol-ú] ‘it will be opened toward’
In Komo, RTR (or [−ATR]) is the active feature in harmony. In (11a), the prefix [mo-]∼[mO-] harmonizes
with mid vowels in the root. In (11b), we can see that the default form of the prefix is /mo-/; this is the form
that occurs when the following vowel is high or low. (Only mid vowels participate in the harmony pattern.)
If the prefix vowel is underlyingly advanced, then RTR or [−ATR] must be capable of spreading.
(11) Komo (Bantu): RTR (or [−ATR]) dominant (Casali 2003: 314)
a. Prefix [mo-]∼[mO-] harmonizes for ATR with mid root vowels




b. Default ATR form [mo-] before high or low root vowels
(i) [mo-ấıNgA] ‘tap root’
(ii) [mo-kumÁ] ‘healing ritual’
(iii) [mo-gÁndA] ‘a youth’
It is possible to accommodate these analyses under Hypothesis 2, by including both EVENT and
STATE, and both ATR and RTR, in the set of universally available features. However, this approach has
two problems. First, it misses the point that in each case, the same featural dimension is involved. Second, it
predicts that there should be languages that make use of both EVENT and STATE, or of both ATR and RTR
as marked features. As pointed out by Harbour and Elsholtz (2012), such an approach would effectively
disguise a binary feature as a pair of privative features, reducing the empirical interest of feature privativity.
Setting aside the move just described, then, and taking seriously the idea that EVENT/STATE and
ATR/RTR each encode the two poles of a single featural dimension, it seems that what is universal may
not be the specific features themselves, but rather the featural dimensions whose poles they represent. The
choice of which pole of a given dimension is active, or marked, is language-particular. If true, this suggests
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that in general, features may be more properly thought of as binary, at least at some level.
2.3. Retreat from universal markedness relations
Moving from universal features to universal dimensions brings us to Hypothesis 3.
Hypothesis 3: There is a universal set of binary oppositions, with consistent substantive content.
Each language uses a subset of these, and selects one pole of each opposition to encode in a privative
feature; the opposing value is unmarked.
Under this view, what is universal—and binary—about a given feature is thus the dimension of con-
trast. But in any given language, features function in a privative manner, in that only one end of the
dimension can be referred to. Maasai has privative [ATR], while Komo has privative [RTR]; English and
Greek have privative [Event] and Japanese has privative [State]. Crucially, each language marks only one
pole of any given opposition.
The highly restrictive definition set forth in Hypothesis 1 has now been reduced to two components:
a universal set of featural dimensions with substantive content, from which languages choose, and the
privative behaviour of features at the level of the individual grammar. We now consider whether the second
of these can be maintained, postponing discussion of the first to section 5.
Both in syntax and in phonology, it has been argued that features must, at least in some cases, be
binary rather than privative. Harbour (2011b) shows that an elegant account of the very complex system of
number and noun class in Kiowa is possible, with just three binary features: [±singular], [±augmented],
and [±group]. Each of these may crucially be positive, negative, or unspecified on a given syntactic head,
and the grammar may refer to either specified value. As Harbour (2011b; 2013) argues, it is not possible to
choose a single pole of each opposition as the consistently marked value.
On the phonological side, Krämer (2000) argues that a binary feature [±voice] is the best way to
account for the three-way contrast in Breton among (1) voiced obstruents that trigger regressive assimila-
tory voicing (specified as [+voice]), (2) voiced obstruents that undergo progressive assimilatory devoicing
(unspecified for [voice]), and (3) voiceless obstruents (specified as [−voice]). Wetzels and Mascaró (2001)
likewise argue for binary [±voice] in accounting for patterns in languages where both voiced and voiceless
consonants appear to trigger assimilation. Mackenzie (2009; 2013) makes crucial use of binary features in
formulating constraints that express co-occurrence restrictions and drive consonant harmony in Bumo Izon,
Kalabari Ijo, Dholuo, Anywa, Päri, Chaha, and Aymara. She argues that “[t]he distinction between segments
which are contrastively specified for the negative value of a feature and segments for which the feature in
question is noncontrastive and hence simply absent must be referred to by the grammar” (Mackenzie 2009:
78).
However, arguments of this sort are rarely completely decisive. The classes defined by a single binary
feature [±F] could, in general, be captured by a pair of privative features F and G, with F representing
[+F] and G representing [−F]. Harley and Ritter (2002a) use the marked privative features [Participant],
[Speaker], and [Addressee], along with a default interpretation of [Participant] as [Speaker], to account for
pronoun systems with an inclusive-exclusive distinction. (12) shows the person feature specifications for
such a language on the left. Number features dependent on [Individuation] are omitted; the root node RE
stands for ‘referring expression.’




















The empirical advantages of this account over an otherwise identical account using the two binary
features [±Speaker, ±Addressee], as shown on the right, are almost impossible to discern, and indeed
Ritter (p.c.) has more recently adopted the latter view.
A privative account of Kiowa number would also certainly also be possible, given enough features and
complex enough realization rules; however, it is safe to say that it would likely be considerably less parsimo-
nious than the one proposed by Harbour (2011a). In a sense, the positive and negative values of Harbour’s
features already exhibit the same kind of autonomy that privative features do: they are defined as functions,
and opposite values can co-occur in the same representation, with the output of one being taken as the in-
put to the other. For example, Harbour (2013) represents trial as [+minimal]([−minimal]([−atomic](n))):
the minimal non-minimal non-atomic number, or smallest number greater than dual. One could give dis-
tinct names without plus and minus signs to the functions [+minimal] and [−minimal], but that would do
nothing more than paper over the fact that their denotations are opposites of each other.
In phonology, Hall (2009) and Iosad (2012) have proposed accounts of the Breton voicing facts that
employ monovalent features, based on the assumption that voicing features are dominated by a LARYN-
GEAL organizing node (Clements and Hume 1995: §3.3.1), and that this node itself can be contrastively
absent underlyingly or deleted by the phonological computation. Similarly, Iverson and Salmons (2003)
argue for privative VOICE in Dutch, contra Wetzels and Mascaró (2001).
Thus, the question of whether features can or should be treated as universally privative is not, in the
end, a purely empirical one. The answer depends entirely on how theoretically attractive privative features
are relative to binary ones; in other words, on how theoretically costly binary features are compared to other
formal devices. In principle, one could resort to any number of formal tricks to avoid using binary values.
Let us therefore retain Harbour’s (2011a) assumption that privative features are more restrictive than
binary features and should thus be preferred, all else being equal. However, binary features are also possible;
let us assume that Harbour is correct in using them for Kiowa, and that Mackenzie (2009) is right about
consonant harmony. This brings us to hypothesis 4:
Hypothesis 4: There is a universal set of features, all of which have two possible values. Each
language chooses a) whether or not to use the feature at all, and b) whether one or both poles of the
opposition are active in the grammar.
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For a given featural dimension, then, there are three possible implementations in a given grammar.
Using the Event–State dimension as an example, these are shown in (13).
(13) a. Only the Event pole is active: the grammar uses the privative feature [Event].
b. Only the State pole is active: the grammar uses the privative feature [State].
c. Both poles are active: the grammar uses the binary feature [±Event] (or, alternatively, [±State]).
3. Excursus on privativity and notation
Phonologists’—and, more generally, linguists’—understanding of privative and binary features owes a great
deal to Trubetzkoy’s (1939) discussion of privative, equipollent, and gradual oppositions, which continued
in the spirit pioneered by Saussure (1916; 1959). For Saussure (1959: 120), “in language there are only
differences [. . . ]. The idea or phonic substance that a sign contains is of less importance than the other
signs that surround it.” Like Saussure, Trubetzkoy wrote about oppositions between segments, rather than
about features per se, and because he focused on oppositions between pairs of segments, all the relations
he described are, in a basic sense, binary. In a privative opposition, one of the two members is marked and
the other unmarked; Trubetzkoy (1939: 67) gives as examples oppositions between voiced and voiceless,
nasalized and non-nasalized, and rounded and unrounded. In a gradual opposition, the distinction is one of
degree, as in vowel height or pitch, rather than of presence or absence. Finally, in an equipollent opposition,
neither member is more marked than the other, nor do the two members occupy different positions on a
single continuum; their properties are either equally marked or perhaps incommensurable. Here, Trubetzkoy
(1939: 67) cites German /p/–/t/, where there is a minimal opposition between labial and coronal places of
articulation, two different values of the same phonetic dimension that do not obviously present themselves
either as differing degrees along a single scale or as the presence and absence of any single property. He
also refers to an equipollent opposition between German /f/ and /k/, which are presumably incommensurable
because they differ on multiple dimensions.
For Trubetzkoy, an opposition that phonetically (“logically” or “potentially,” in his terms) appears
to be one kind of relation might pattern phonologically (“actually”) as another. To determine the “actual”
(phonological) status of any opposition, one must take into account how it functions in the inventory and in
the phonological system more generally. For example, an opposition between /t/ and /d/ could be a privative
contrast in the presence or absence of voicing or a privative contrast in the presence or absence of tension,
or, if neither member patterns as unmarked, the opposition could be equipollent. Alternatively, if /t/ and /d/
further contrast with another phoneme that differs from both of them along the same dimension (perhaps an
even more voiced /nd/ or an even more tense /t’/), the opposition may be gradual.
Figure 2, adapted from Trubetzkoy (1939: 69), shows how different kinds of phonetic oppositions
may map to phonological oppositions in Trubetzkoy’s system. Notably, oppositions of any phonetic kind





Figure 2: Trubetzkoy’s (1939: 69) typology of oppositions
Turning from oppositions to features, we propose to distinguish three kinds of formal representations:
equipollent binary features, which represent opposing values of a single (phonetic, morphosyntactic, or
semantic) dimension as equally marked; privative monovalent features, in which one value is marked and
the other contrastively unmarked; and monovalent modifier features, in which there is a single marked
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value whose absence is not interpreted as contrastive. We set aside here (but do not necessarily rule out) the
possibility of gradual or multivalent features, which have been employed much less frequently than one-
and two-valued features. (One domain in which gradient features have been proposed is the representation
of vowel height; see Pulleyblank (2011: §5) for an overview of various approaches.)
3.1. Equipollent binary features
For equipollent binary features, we follow the familiar notational convention of positive and negative values
enclosed in square brackets. Each binary feature represents a single property whose presence and absence
function as equally marked in the grammar. Binary features can thus encode some of the kinds of oppo-
sitions that Trubetzkoy (1939) described as equipollent, provided that only a single dimension of contrast
is involved; others of Trubetzkoy’s examples of equipollent oppositions, such as /f/–/k/ or /k/–/l/, would
presumably be encoded by multiple features, except perhaps in very sparsely populated phonological in-
ventories.
Binary features are necessary only when both the presence and the absence of a particular property
are grammatically active in some sense. What it means to be ‘active,’ of course, depends on orthogonal as-
sumptions about how the mechanisms of the grammar operate, and, as discussed above, binary features can
always or almost always be translated into monovalent ones, though sometimes at the expense of elegance.
In general, however, a grammatically active feature is one that is directly referred to and manipulated by
rules or constraints. In phonology, for example, a binary feature allows both positive and negative values
to spread (or to block spreading) in autosegmental processes. Binary features are thus useful for phenom-
ena such as regressive voicing assimilation in Czech, in which both voiced and voiceless obstruents serve
as triggers. An account of regressive assimilation could operate as in (14), with leftward spreading of
equipollent binary [±voice] (though cf. Hall (2007) for a monovalent alternative).
(14) Equipollent binary [±voice] as one possible analysis of Czech regressive assimilation








3.2. Privative monovalent features
Monovalent features, when contrastive, are privative in Trubetzkoy’s (1939) sense. With a privative feature,
only one pole of the opposition is linguistically active, but its absence, in a context in which it could have
appeared, is interpreted as contrastively signifying the opposite pole.
As a notational convention, we write names of privative monovalent features in SMALL CAPITALS,
and, where relevant, we make their contrastive absence explicit by writing (non-FEATURE). In the formal
computational system, the absence of a privative feature is nothing more than an absence—(non-FEATURE)
cannot be spread or copied—but at the interface with semantic or phonetic interpretation, the absence of
FEATURE is interpreted as the absence of the property that FEATURE signifies. (The contrastive interpre-
tation of absence crucially requires the representation in question to be within the contrastive scope of the
privative feature in question, in the sense discussed by Dresher 2009. For example, the absence of privative
PAST might be contrastively interpreted as non-past time reference on verbs but not on pronouns, or the




Thus, in a language that distinguishes first, second, and third persons using the two privative features
PARTICIPANT and ADDRESSEE, as in (15), a pronominal π with neither of these features is contrastively
interpreted as neither first nor second person. A pronominal marked with PARTICIPANT but not with AD-
DRESSEE is contrastively interpreted as not second person—i.e., as first person.












The same contrastive behaviour can be seen in Cowper’s (2005) treatment of viewpoint aspect in English.
Events are distinguished from states by the privative feature EVENT, and imperfective viewpoint aspect
is further specified by the privative feature INTERVAL, dependent on EVENT. In a clause containing the
feature EVENT, the absence of INTERVAL is contrastive, giving an interpretation of perfective viewpoint
aspect. However, since INTERVAL is dependent on EVENT, its absence is contrastive only in eventive
clauses. Stative clauses thus do not exhibit a viewpoint aspect distinction.
(16) Privative INTERVAL in English (Cowper 2005)
a. Perfective










(She knew the answer)
INFL
(non-EVENT)
In their interpretation, privative monovalent features are similar to equipollent binary features. The absence
of a privative feature F in a context where F could have appeared receives an interpretation equivalent to
[−F]. In the morphosyntactic or phonological computation proper, however, as opposed to the interpretive
interfaces with semantics or phonetics, privative monovalent features have an inherent asymmetry that
equipollent binary features do not: the negative value is structurally not present. The unmarked value
(non-F) cannot project syntactically, or host other features, or be copied, or spread, or block spreading, or
otherwise be grammatically active.
3.3. Monovalent modifier features
In the literature, however, the absence of a monovalent feature does not always trigger a contrastively
complementary interpretation. For example, Wiltschko (2008) shows how monovalent features can occur
as non-contrastive modifiers. In Halkomelem, the absence of plural marking on a nominal does not imply
singular reference, exemplifying what has traditionally been described as the plural vs. general number
contrast.
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There is a structural difference between these two uses of monovalent features. For Wiltschko (2008), when
they are non-contrastive they are attached as adjuncts to the head they modify, as shown in (17). When they
are contrastive, they are dependents of a functional head, and thus participate systematically in deriving the
grammatical paradigms of the language.
The interpretation of an unmarked (i.e., absent) monovalent feature thus depends crucially on a)
whether the language makes use of the feature at all, b) if the language does use the feature, whether it
is a contrastive feature or an optional modifier feature, and c) if the feature is contrastive, whether the
representation in question is within its contrastive scope. Answering these questions requires access to
the system of contrasts in the grammar, and is thus not locally obvious in a given representation if absent
features are simply not there.
It is therefore useful to make a notational difference between these two uses of monovalent features,
while still distinguishing contrastive privative features, with only one active value, from truly binary fea-
tures, with two active values, as in the examples above. We thus use italics to distinguish modifier features,
and their absence is simply an absence, with no contrastive default interpretation. Our notational conven-
tions are summarized in Table 1.
Type of feature Positive Negative Negative active? Negative contrastive?
equipollent binary [+feature] [−feature] yes yes
privative monovalent FEATURE (non-FEATURE) no yes
monovalent modifier Feature no no
Table 1: Summary of notation and interpretation for different types of features
4. The language learner’s task
If the reasoning above is correct, the language learner has several things to figure out in the course of
arriving at an adult grammar, as follows:2
(18) a. Which of the universally available features does the language use?
b. If the language uses a feature F, is it a modifier, or a contrastive feature?
c. If F is contrastive, is it privative or binary?
d. If it is privative, which pole of F is used?
2These are questions that must be answered wherever features appear in the grammar, and are thus stated in relatively general
terms. There are, in addition, component-specific questions that must be answered as the learner acquires their language. For example,




This is rather more work than would have been required under Hypothesis 1, and we must therefore
consider what innate tools the learner might bring to bear on the task. Along these lines, Blaho (2008: 40)
proposes that “Features are not innate, but the ability to make generalisations over data and posit categories
is.” Following Trubetzkoy (1939), Jakobson (1949), and Dresher (2009), among many others, we assume
that learners are innately predisposed to look for contrast in the linguistic input. In other words, learners are
innately predisposed to construct grammatical systems of contrast.
But what exactly does it mean to look for, and identify, a linguistic contrast? How is this task different
from simple categorical perception, which is found not only in human infants, but in many other animals
(Kuhl 1987)? We propose that finding contrast means identifying which of the many differences in the
surface forms of utterances have grammatically relevant correlates. Finding linguistic contrasts is thus not
just learning to tell things apart. Rather, it involves assigning linguistic significance to the differences by
systematically correlating differences at one level with differences at another.
Sometimes the correlation is between a substantive phonetic or semantic property and a grammatical
one. For example, the presence or absence of vocal fold vibration signals the difference between one word
and another, as in (19).
(19) Phonetic distinction and lexical distinction:
[fil] ‘feel’ vs. [vil] ‘veal’
As shown in (20), nominals with plural denotations trigger a particular form of agreement on the verb, even
when the singular and plural nouns have exactly the same form.
(20) Semantic distinction and syntactic agreement:
The sheep is white vs. The sheep are white.
However, the correlation does not always involve a transparently substantive phonetic or semantic property.
It is the correlation, rather than the substance, that is crucial. Sometimes the correlation is between two
abstract properties, such as a phonological pattern and a lexical distinction.
For example, a learner acquiring Nupe must discover that, among the phones realized as [a], there
is one that triggers palatalization of a preceding consonant, one that triggers labialization, and one that
triggers neither (Hyman 1970). Different phonological behaviours can therefore mark lexical differences
just as different phonetic forms can.
(21) Phonological patterning and lexical distinction (Nupe, Hyman 1970: 62):
PALATALIZING LABIALIZING
[ēgj̄ı] ‘child’ [ēgw ˜̄u] ‘mud’
[ēgjē] ‘beer’ [ēgwó] ‘grass’
[ēgjà] ‘blood’ [ēgā] ‘stranger’ [ēgwā] ‘hand’
Hyman (1970) argues for an analysis with three contrasting underlying low vowel phonemes /E a O/, all of
which surface as [a].3 The vowel at the end of ‘blood’ is thus associated with the same feature of /i/ and /e/
that triggers palatalization, and the vowel at the end of ‘hand’ is associated with the same feature of /u/ and
/o/ that triggers labialization.
Similarly, a learner acquiring Northern Alaskan Iñupiaq must discover that there is a ‘strong’ [i] that
palatalizes following consonants, as in (22a), and a ‘weak’ [i] that (like the [u] in (22c)) does not, as in
(22b) (Kaplan 1981, Compton and Dresher 2011).
3Alternative analyses would involve positing either underlying sequences that do not follow the usual phonotactics of the language,
or whole contrasting series of palatalized and labialized consonants that are neutralized everywhere except before /a/. See also Harms
(1973) and Hyman (1973) for further discussion.
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(22) Phonological patterning and lexical distinction (Iñupiaq, Compton and Dresher 2011: 206):
a. [iki] ‘wound’ [iki-Lu] ‘and a wound’ [iki-ñik] ‘wounds’ (oblique)
b. [ini] ‘place’ [ini-lu] ‘and a place’ [ini-nik] ‘places’ (oblique)
c. [iGlu] ‘house’ [iGlu-lu] ‘and a house’ [iGlu-nik] ‘houses’ (oblique)
The different behaviour of the two kinds of [i] is not predictable from the segmental context. Histor-
ically, strong [i] corresponds to Proto-Eskimo *i, and weak [i] to *@. Synchronically, there is an arbitrary
association between particular lexical items with [i] and the presence or absence of palatalization, in the
same Saussurean sense in which it is arbitrary that ‘house’ ends in [u]. The learner must assign some
feature to the phonological representations of words such as ‘wound’ and ‘place’ that will yield the cor-
rect palatalization effects; in Compton and Dresher’s analysis, this means positing two distinct underlying
phonemes, /i/ and /@/, distinguished by the presence or absence of the privative feature CORONAL.
To take a morphosyntactic example, a learner acquiring French must learn that nouns belong to classes
that have no clear and consistent semantic properties, but which determine the forms of determiners and
adjectives in construction with them. The two noun classes sometimes align with natural gender, as in
(23a-i) and (23b-i), but in nouns whose referents have no biological sex, they are not predictable either on
the basis of meaning, as illustrated in (23a-ii)–(23a-iv) and (23b-ii)–(23b-iv), or on the basis of form, as in
(23a-v) and (23b-v).
(23) Lexical class and determiner choice (French):
a. MASCULINE
(i) un homme ‘a man’
(ii) le lit ‘the bed’
(iii) le violon ‘the violin’
(iv) le vocabulaire ‘the vocabulary’
(v) le tour ‘the turn’
b. FEMININE
(i) une femme ‘a woman’
(ii) la table ‘the table’
(iii) la contrebasse ‘the double bass’
(iv) la syntaxe ‘the syntax’
(v) la tour ‘the tower’
We thus propose that grammatical features, both phonological and morphosyntactic, are the gram-
matical manifestation of systematic contrasts in a language. These contrasts are identified by the language
learner based on correlated patterns at different linguistic levels. This brings us, finally, to the question of
whether the set of possible grammatical features is given by UG, or extracted from the linguistic input by
the language learner.
5. UG and features
On the assumption that anything attributed specifically to Universal Grammar amounts to a theoretical
axiom, we must ask, for any such axiom, what value it adds to the theory, either in terms of empirical gains
or in terms of theoretical elegance. The question before us, then, is whether any value is added by positing
a universal set of features. The alternative to such a universal set is to claim that learners somehow extract
the features from the linguistic input.
First, we have shown that even if the set of possible features is given by Universal Grammar, the lan-
guage learner must determine which of those features their language uses. As for morphosyntactic features,
Cinque and Rizzi (2008) estimate that there are as many as 400 functional projections (i.e., grammatical
features) present in natural language. For them, every feature is present in every language; what the lan-
guage learner needs to do under this view is discern which features are active and which are inert, a task
that amounts to essentially the same thing as deciding which features are used and which are not.
In phonology, as discussed above in §2.1, the differences between spoken and signed languages sug-
gest either that it is possible for languages to make use of very different sets of phonological features, or
that the phonetic content of features may vary drastically from one language to another. There is also a
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substantial body of work (e.g., Archangeli 1984; 1988, Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1989, Steriade 1987,
Dresher et al. 1994, Dresher 2009, Hall 2007; 2011b, Mackenzie 2009; 2013; see Archangeli 2011 and Hall
2011a for discussion and additional references) arguing that the specification of phonological features on
segments varies from one language to another depending on the system of contrasts present in each. If this
is correct, then learners must determine what features are specified on what segments in the context of all
the contrasts the language makes and the relative scope of each of those contrasts, not simply on whether
a given segment appears in the inventory. And if we further take into account the fine-grained phonetic
variation between broadly similar (or phonologically analogous) sounds in different languages, it seems
likely that learners must also acquire language-specific information about the phonetic implementation of
whatever phonological features their language employs.
It is thus not completely obvious either that a universal set of features significantly reduces the task
of language acquisition, or that it significantly simplifies the theory itself. While positing a universal set of
features permits a purely descriptive account of the fact that many cognitively salient substantive properties,
such as ‘edible,’ ‘dangerous,’ or ‘poisonous,’ are never grammaticalized as formal features,4 it does not
explain that fact. If features are emergent rather than given, then we must confront the question of why
some substantive properties are grammaticalized and some are not. In the absence of a ready answer to that
question, we can say for the moment that the value added by a universal set of features depends on how
difficult it is for the learner to extract the features from the input.
We know that very young infants exhibit categorical perception; that is, they have the ability to
assign categorial boundaries to perceptual phenomena (Eimas et al. 1971, Eimas 1975). While Eimas
et al. took this as evidence for innate, universal distinctive features, this conclusion has since been argued
to be unwarranted. First, other animals also exhibit categorical perception in the same way that human
neonates do (Kuhl 1987), which means that whatever innate capacity makes this possible is not specific to
human language, or even to human beings. In addition, Goldstone et al. (1996) have argued that categorical
perception does not, in fact, require the postulation of an innate set of categories, as was originally suggested
by Eimas et al. (1971). Rather, novel categories can be learned, and can form the basis for categorical
perception. While Goldstone et al.’s (1996) experiment used visual, rather than auditory, stimuli, the results
strongly suggest that a pre-existing set of categories (i.e. distinctive features) is not required in order for
categorical perception to take place. In other words, if learners already know how to categorize perceived
phenomena, then why do they need a (very large) a priori set of possible features to choose from? Why not
simply make use of the tools they already have, and identify the features in whatever way makes sense?
In fact, Blaho (2008), Mielke (2008), and Samuels (2011), among others, present arguments for
acquired or emergent features, though Hale and Reiss (2003: 225) claim that features must be innate,
because, as they put it, “Ya gotta start with something!” Essentially, Hale and Reiss assume that perception
of linguistic input can only be in terms of pre-existing categories. See also Hall (2010) and Dresher (this
volume) for rebuttals of Hale and Reiss’s (2003) position, and the references in Hall and Mielke (2011) for
further discussion.
It is important to remember, however, that the acquisition of linguistic contrasts and their imple-
mentation as grammatical features is not just a matter of categorical perception. As we have claimed, the
categorization of phenomena on one level has to be systematically correlated with a categorization on an-
other level. This is what distinguishes simply telling things apart from establishing systematic grammatical
contrasts. Let us hypothesize that what is specific to human language is an innate predisposition to corre-
late categorical distinctions, rather the categories themselves. Taken together with the independent capacity
for categorical perception, this innate predisposition permits an account of the acquisition of grammatical
contrasts without the need for a universal set of features to choose from.
This move follows the same line of thought as Hauser et al. (2002: 1573), who hypothesize that the
narrow faculty of language “comprises only the core computational mechanisms of recursion [i.e., Merge]
4It is perhaps worth noting that the Dyirbal balan noun class that inspired the title of Lakoff’s (1987) Women, Fire, and Dangerous
Things also includes fireflies, crickets, platypuses, and water; it seems much more like a typical semantically arbitrary noun class with
tantalizing hints of regularity than like a clear case for grammaticalized dangerousness.
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as they appear in narrow syntax and the mappings to the interfaces.” While their proposal addresses the
question of the mechanisms that are responsible for building linguistic structures, it does not address the
question of where the elements that participate in the mechanisms come from. Given two linguistic objects,
Merge provides a means of constructing a more complex linguistic object, but Merge says nothing about
what the basic linguistic objects consist of. We propose that they consist precisely of the contrastive features
that have been acquired based on correlated differences in the input. Further, we claim that the ability to
posit formal features from correlated categorical distinctions, along with Merge, is all that Universal Gram-
mar provides as the basis for narrow syntax. As far as the basic building blocks of linguistic representations
go, then, Saussure was essentially correct in saying that “there are only differences.”
For phonological features, the same basic acquisition mechanism applies: the learner identifies phono-
logical features by correlating differences in lexical meaning, differences in phonetic realization, and differ-
ences in phonological behaviour. Dresher et al. (1994), inspired by Jakobson and Halle (1956), propose an
algorithm for constructing phonological representations that successively divides the phonemic inventory
by assigning contrastive feature specifications; the correlation-of-differences mechanism complements this
algorithm by inducing the features to be assigned.
Our central hypothesis is thus as stated in (24).
(24) Reductiō ad discrı̄men: The ability to search for systematic contrast in the linguistic input, by
correlating differences at various levels, is the only mechanism required to account for the abstract
building blocks that make up those mental structures: the formal features of grammatical systems.
This minimalist view of the contribution of UG to formal representations gives rise to some new
typological questions. If features are not directly supplied by UG itself, why are languages so similar in the
sets of formal features they use? Is there any limit to what substantive properties, semantic or phonetic, can
play a role in linguistic contrast, and, if so, where do those limits come from? We suspect that the answers to
these questions lie in the properties of the conceptual–intentional (C–I) and articulatory–perceptual (A–P)
systems with which the grammar must be able to communicate (Chomsky 1995).
At the C–I interface, the semantic interpretation of sentences imposes certain consistent requirements
on syntactic representations. For example, illocutionary force is an essential part of the interpretation of
propositions, and so the features of the C system include content that is relevant for clause typing (Cheng
1991). To be evaluated, propositions must be deictically anchored. The features that perform this an-
choring may be temporal, personal, or locative (Ritter and Wiltschko 2009), and there is also variation
among different kinds of temporal anchoring systems (Cowper 2005), but the shared property of deictic
anchoring identifies an apparently universal class of Infl features. In the internal structure of events, we
find that languages in general have features that represent inner aspect (Clarke 2013) and that introduce
arguments (Kratzer 1996, Pylkkänen 2008); the cross-linguistic recurrence of these kinds of features pre-
sumably reflects the way events are structured in the C–I system. If meaning in general is constructed
through functional application (Frege 1891), we need features that identify the semantic types of nominals
(Ghomeshi et al. 2009) and clauses, and mechanisms such as Case and agreement that track the relations
between predicates and their arguments (Nichols 1986).
On the A–P side, properties of the human vocal tract and auditory system determine the range of
articulatory and acoustic properties that can ground phonological features of oral languages. Analogously,
properties of the human upper-body anatomy and the human visual system determine range of physical
movements and positions that can ground phonological features of signed languages. Mielke (2008) uses
the fact that these limitations are inherent in the human body to argue that they need not also be stipulated in
UG, and that phonological features can be emergent rather than innate. In Mielke’s emergent feature theory,
it is also possible for features to be based solely on phonological patterning; a feature can simply pick out
“the segments that do X” (Mielke 2008: 99). Mielke primarily attributes the fact that most phonological
patterns involve phonetically natural classes to the way in which such patterns develop diachronically; un-
der the view of features we have proposed here, the prevalence of natural patterns may also follow from the
fact that the learner posits features not through phonological patterning alone, but by correlating differences
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in phonological patterning with differences in phonetic realization and/or lexical meaning. Cross-linguistic
consistencies thus arise, both in phonology and in morphosyntax, from a combination of interface require-
ments and properties of the learning mechanism.
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